INTELLIGENT SOLUTION
MANAGING AUTOMATION

iSMA is the own brand of Global Control 5 Sp. z o. o.
that includes comprehensive solutions for building
automation. The possibilities of the offered systems
are fully compatible with the emerging trends in the
development of the industry’s efforts to automate

processes, reduce costs, multifunctional integration
in a single tool and to minimize human error factor.
The core of the iSMA solutions is built on the
Niagara Framework®.

”Release potential of your environment
with Niagara Framework®”
Modern buildings are equipped with different types of
systems: HVAC, lighting, security, energy management,
and more.
Effective integration and interoperability of these systems
are crucial for increasing the energy efficiency of buildings
by minimizing costs, reducing energy consumption and
carbon emission. They are also extremely important to
establish a level of safety and comfort required in a modern,
dynamic business environments.
Systems integration is a challenge. The diversity of them
caused the appearance of many communication protocols
that do not let direct exchange of data between systems.
The answer to this challenge is Niagara Framework®.

That technology gives us structural software which not
only provides us with the conventional DDC, but also
integrates a number of systems and devices. Regardless
of the manufacturer or communication protocol used, it
combines them into a unified platform managed in real
time using standard web browsers.
This breakthrough concept has already changed the
functioning of thousands of buildings around the world,
ensuring the integration of intelligent automation systems
at the same time. Building administrators will benefit not
only from lower costs of maintenance and service, buy
they will also reduce the energy cost and increase user
satisfaction by functioning of modern facility as well.

Terminal 3 Dubai Airport

Niagara is a scalable solution
Niagara Framework® is completely scalable solution
no matter the size of the project. It is used in
more than 400 000 different places in the world from student campuses, hospitals, schools and
apartment buildings up to so large investments such
as Singapore Changi Airport and the new airport
terminal 3 in Dubai.
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Niagara Framework is a universal and structural
software that solves the challenges associated with

intelligent devices management in buildings by
means of the Internet.
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TCP/IP, broadband 3G/4G and GPRS

•

Web services support with XML and oBIX

* XML = Open Standard XML Protocol
* oBIX = Open Building Information eXchange
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Niagara Framework is comprehensive and very flexible solution for realtime control and monitoring applications. It
supports remote monitoring via the Internet and enables
seamless integration with enterprise applications.

CROSS PLATFORM
Niagara is coded entirely in Java, so it can be
deployed on Windows and Linux-based services, and
on small solid-state embedded controllers called
Java Application Control Engines (JACE®).
*JACE - Java Application Control Engine

UNIFIED ENGINEERING TOOL
Configure control strategies, create web page
graphics and manage network devices all in the same
graphical ‘drag and drop’ on‐screen environment.
Embedded engineering tool allows configuration
through a web browser without special software.

NIAGARA KEY FEATURES
The central concept of Niagara is its unique component model that transforms the data from many
different external systems into uniform software
components that are used to manage and control
the devices in a consistent way. Niagara also has the
power to unify the entire development environment
used to build applications.
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•

Flexible object model

•

Powerful search features

•

Graphical configuration interface

•

Smart database for historical
data management

•

Modular scalable architecture

•

Open standard support

MULTIPLE PROTOCOL SUPPORT
Niagara supports all the open standard network protocols used in buildings today, including:

Plus drivers are available for
many proprietary protocols.

INTEGRATION OF SECURITY AND CCTV SYSTEMS
Integrating security within building automation systems brings added functionality and efficiencies to
building operation.
Security integration allows building managers to share and
operate systems from one common user interface and
to achieve effective system interoperability. For example:
security events from access control and CCTV systems
can be linked to lighting and HVAC systems to ensure
more energy efficient and greater safety in the event of an
emergency.

DRIVERS

Whereas in building automation systems there has been
a strong trend towards use of open standard networks, there
are no established open standard protocols for security
system operation. The result has been that integration is
complex, expensive and time‐consuming, or limited to one
manufacturer providing all systems.

•

OPC alarm and event driver

•

oBIX driver

•

SQL and other database drivers

•

Manufacturer specific drivers (they will be added
according to individual projects’ requirements)

CCTV INTEGRATION
For CCTV integration iSMA has the video driver which
provides core functionality common to all systems
and can be customized for each manufacturers’ products. The video driver already supports the full range
of Dedicated Micros NetVu DVR’s, Axis IP cameras,
as well as Honeywell and Milestone’s DVM systems.
More drivers are in development and will be available
to support a wide diversity of security manufacturers’
equipment.

Web browser
administration

Common user interface browser
access for all systems

Access events and camera
detected movement can trigger
CCTV recording and enable other
building services in response

iSMA Security
Supervisor
Database

IP Cameras

Access
for all
systems
via web
browser

IP NETWORK
DVR
Access
Control

Energy & Power
Metering

BMS

UPS Monitoring
Door
Controllers
Cameras

Fire Alarm System

Lighting Control
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NIAGARA FRAMEWORK
FOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS
This growing community of companies and
developers around the world undertakes contract
development work and offers applications and
drivers based on Niagara. They help to accelerate
the rate of innovation in the Framework.
OEM’s partners create their own version with
additional drivers, other components to simplify
configuration and extend a range of using Niagara
Framework.

OPEN API
•

Java developers can replace or add core
features of the Framework

•

Drivers and extra applications can be easily
created

•

New types of interface can be created

MOBILE INTERFACE
For end users, this means access to alarm schedules, histories, metering, HVAC and other building
performance data wherever they are.

NIAGARA MOBILE APPLICATION
Software developers can be assured that they are
using a robust system.
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•

Niagara Mobile software has an open API so
developers can create unique field editors in the
Niagara WorkPlace and have them appear in the
existing apps

•

Niagara Mobile supports HTML5

•

Niagara supports Cascading Style Sheets (CSS)

DEVELOPER PROGRAMME
Developer partners have access to dedicated training
courses in UK and USA plus support from Tridium’s
main development team.

iSMA SUPERVISOR
iSMA Supervisor is one of a suite of Niagara Framework®
products designed to integrate a variety of devices and
protocols into a common distributed automation system.
It incorporates the industry’s first software technology
to integrate LonWorks™, BACnet™, Modbus, and various
Internet standards in a common object model, embedded
at the controller level and supported by a standard
web browser interface. iSMA Supervisor also includes
integrated network management tools to support the
design, configuration, installation, and maintenance of
interoperable networks.

iSMA Supervisor is a flexible network server used to
manage multiple JACE stations on larger projects, or to
provide a central monitoring station in multi-site projects. It
also, optionally, supports direct communication with other
systems via various IP based protocols, including BACnet
I/P, OPC (client), Modbus TCP, EIB/KNX, LON-IP & SNMP.
This enables seamless integration of other systems at the
IP level, with a common browser user interface, providing
much more flexible access (from any networked PC), and
simplifying operator training.

KEY FEATURES
•

Web serving graphical user interface

•

•

Supports multiple JACE stations connected by
local Ethernet network, GPRS, or the Internet

Sophisticated alarm processing and routing,
including e-mail and SMS support (optional)

•

•

Unlimited number of users over the Internet /
Intranet with a standard web browser

Web access to alarms, logs, graphics,
schedules, and configuration data

•

•

Enterprise-level information exchange using
SQL database and HTTP/HTML/XML text
formats

PDF report generator enables customised
reports to be emailed on a scheduled basis

•

Ethernet driver support for BACnet I/P, OPC,
Modbus TCP, EIB/KNX, LON IP, SNMP etc.

•

Global time functions, calendar, central
scheduling, control, back-up and energy
management routines
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iSMA SUPERVISOR

WORKPLACE
FOR ENGINEERS

JACE 8000 CONTROLLER
The JACE 8000 is a compact, embedded IoT (Internet of
Things) controller and server platform for connecting multiple and diverse devices and sub-systems. With Internet
connectivity and Webserving capability, the JACE 8000
controller provides integrated control, supervision, data
logging, alarming, scheduling and network management.
It streams data and rich graphical displays to a standard
Web browser via an Ethernet or wireless LAN, or remotely

over the Internet. The licensing model for the JACE 8000
controller is simplified and features standard drivers. There
are few available field bus expansion modules for ultimate flexibility and expandability. The JACE 8000 controller
operates with Niagara 4, the latest version of the Niagara
Framework®, for optimum performance. Input and outputs
points can be added to iSMA Building JACE-6E via I/O modules series: MIX, MINI, Wireless.

COMMUNICATIONS
JACE 8000 is equipment with 2 Ethernet ports, wireless adapter which can works as WAP or client, 2x
RS485 prots. The JACE 8000 can be extended with
additional RS485 port or LON interfaces by connetcing extension modules.

KEY FEATURES
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•

Niagara Framework support Niagara 4.1
and later

•

ARM® Cortex™ A8 1GHz procesor,
1GB SDRAM

•

DIN rail mount

•

2x 10/100MB Ethernet ports

•

Wi-Fi (Client or WAP) 802.11a/b/g/n
(2.4 / 5MHz )

•

2x isolated RS-485 with selectable bias
and termination

•

USB type A connector Back-up and restore
support

•

Removable micro-SD card with 4GB flash
total storage/2GB user storage

•

24VAC/DC power supply

•

Web User Interface based on HTML5

•

Real time programing

JACE 8000

AAC20 CONTROLLERS
AAC20 controller (iSMA-B-AAC20) is an advanced device to
control building automation and HVAC systems. Use of Sedona Virtual Machine allows for quick and easy programming. Large number of inputs and outputs allows integration with other devices and sensors (AAC20 provides 8UI,

4DI, 4/6AO and 4DO). Its fast processor allows the control
of even very large objects. Big, fully programmable LCD can
be use as simple user interface to allows local operation of
system.

KEY FEATURES
•

Sedona Framework 1.2 support

•

Configuration via web

•

2 x Fast Ethernet with built in switch

•

Built in Modbus Gateway TCP/IP to
RS485

•

RS485 port (Modbus, BACnet)

•

DALI Interface (option)

•

1-Wire Interface

•

USB Host Interface

•

Supporting oBIX

•

An external display

•

Built in LCD Display (option)

•

Real Time Clock (RTC)

•

Micro SD card slot to log historical data
and alarms

•

Fast processor with ARM dual core

AAC20

AAC20-LCD
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MIX SERIES I/O
The product group of I/O modules of the MIX series has
been designed for building distributed control systems
using JACE or AAC20 devices.
In order to ensure high versatility and price performance, all
the MIX Series modules have been equipped with the most
commonly used types of I/O in building automation (MIX of

all types of I/O in one unit).
In order to meet the tight market requirements, the
modules are factory-equipped with the two most popular
open communication protocols: Modbus (ASCII, RTU, TCP/
IP) and BACnet (MSTP, IP), which are selected using DIP
switches.

KEY FEATURES - group with RS485
•

A large number of all types of I/O

•

All digital inputs work as fast counters up
to 100 Hz

•

Universal inputs have 16-bit resolution
which increase the accuracy of measurement

•

Wide range of supported temperature sensors (NTC, PT1000 etc.)

•

Digital outputs 230 VAC max. 3A allow
direct control without additional relays

•

Analog output with max. 20mA load allow
direct control of relays (12 VDC) or SSR
with PWM support

MIX-38

MIX-18

KEY FEATURES - group with IP and RS485
•

2 x Fast Ethernet with built in switch

•

Built in Modbus Gateway TCP/IP to
RS485

•

Web Interface

MIX-38-IP

MIX-18-IP
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MINI SERIES I/O
The product group of I/O modules MINI series has been
designed to complement the I/O modules of the MIX series.
Unlike the MIX series, the MINI line is dedicated to all the
applications where hand operating switches are required.
Also, the MINI line products’ light-controlling algorithm
makes them applicable as lighting controllers.
Very much like in case of the MIX modules, the modules
are factory-equipped with the two most popular open
communication protocols: Modbus (ASCII, RTU, TCP/
IP) and BACnet (MSTP, IP), which are selected using DIP
switches.

4I4O-H

4O-H

4U4A-H

4U4O-H

8I

8U

4I4O-H-IP

4O-H-IP

4U4A-H-IP

4U4O-H-IP

8I-IP

8U-IP

KEY FEATURES - group with RS485
•

12 different types

•

Embedded lighting control algorithms

•

All digital inputs work as fast counters up to
100 Hz

•

Universal inputs have 16-bit resolution
which increase the accuracy of measurement

•

Wide range of supported temperature sensors (NTC, PT1000 etc.)

•

Digital outputs 230 VAC max. 3A or 8A allow
direct control without additional relays

•

Analog output with max. 20mA load allow
direct control of relays (12 VDC) or SSR with
PWM support

KEY FEATURES - group with IP and RS485
•

1 x Fast Ethernet

•

Built in Modbus Gateway TCP/IP to RS485

•

Web Interface
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WIRELESS I/O MODULE WITH LIGHTING CONTROL FUNCTION
W0202 has been built to allow extension of RS485 bus
using wireless technology wherever use of network cable is
impossible or unprofitable. Use of two W0202 allows to build
the wireless ’bridge’ for the RS485 by building wireless remote
island (one or more) for devices communicate via Modbus
RTU / ASCII - eg. MIX series I/O modules or MINI series I/O

modules. W0202 in addition to the RS-485 port and wireless
port is equipped with Special Inputs (S1,S2) and Digital
Outputs – Relay (O1, O2) which allow to use device as an I/O
module or light controller communicating in Modbus RTU /
ASCII .

KEY FEATURES
•

High transmit power and high sensitivity

•

No license required for the radio band

•

USB for configuration

•

1 RS485 port (Modbus)

•

2 x Special Inputs – voltage, resistance, dry
contact and fast counter up to 100 Hz

•

2 x Digital Outputs – relay 230 VAC max. 3A

•

Embedded lighting control algorithms
W0202

PERIPHERAL DEVICES
GC5 offers a wide range of peripheral devices which
support iSMA products and diverse building automation
systems.
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MORE ABOUT GC5
Global Control 5 Sp. z o. o. is a provider of
technologically advanced solutions in the field of
building automation. It was established in January
2015 and is an associate company of JW PROJAN
GROUP. The company consists of specialists who
have been professionally involved in advanced
systems in the field of building automation for
years. We deliver and implement our products in
cooperation with integrating partner companies.
We create solutions based on the latest, world
standard Niagara Framework®. Niagara Framework®
is completely scalable solution no matter the size of
the project. It is used in more than 400 000 different
places in the world - from student campuses,
hospitals, schools and apartment buildings up to so
large investments such as Singapore Changi Airport
and the new airport terminal 3 in Dubai.

The solutions proposed by the Global Control 5 Sp.
z o. o. are prepared in accordance with the specific
and unique needs of any client. Global Control
5 Sp. z o. o. experts use commercially available
technologies to create their own solutions. These
include comprehensive solutions for building
automation under its own brand ISMA. ISMA
products allow integrators to create competitive
control systems of all installations in the building.
The ability to integrate Niagara Framework® with the
other systems allows building manager to obtain
flexible selection of products.

The Niagara Framework is built on a modular, robust and
reliable code base to maximise ease of use and minimise any
problems.

GC5 offers a comprehensive training programme for system
integrators. The training is a combination of theory and practical workshop - style activities.

If you have any questions you can get help from our full-fledged
technical support team. Experts ensure timely resolution of
specific queries on the Niagara Framework.

During training courses for engineers we offer a very detailed
introduction to Niagara Framework which shows system’s capabilities and its use in building security and automation. The
course consists:

Support is available via telephone or email for help with
applications and device integration. Site issues can also be
successfully handled in real‐time through remote access where
the Niagara Framework is deployed on live projects.

•

Workbench for engineers

•

Drivers & various communication protocols

•

LON network management

•

Creating control strategy

•

Drawing web serving graphics

•

Creating & managing Niagara stations
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Global Control 5 Sp. z o.o.
Warsaw, Poland
Phone: +48 22 548 92 77
www.gc5.pl

